for thousands of years, dating all the way back to the Stone Age.
Today some continue to make a living from fishing and seasonal
riverine subsistence farming, while others have recast their innate
knowledge of this formidable river into the hospitality industry
that caters to the thousands of tourists visiting Livingstone each
year.

Victoria Falls—or to the indigenous Tonga people, Mosioa-Tunya, “the smoke that thunders”—is the stupendous
masterpiece sculpted by the Zambezi, a river so abundant and
so powerful it has crafted the livelihoods and culture of nearly
everyone who has settled on, or close to, its banks. And to some
degree that includes us: my partner, Chris, couldn’t have started
farming in the Zambezi Valley twelve years ago had he not had
access to this vast resource.

A pilgrimage to Victoria Falls is a bucket list priority for tourists
traveling to Africa. Its potent life force and changeable beauty
spellbinds nearly every person who sees it. Missionary explorer
David Livingstone, the first European to document the falls in
1855, wrote that, “No one can imagine the beauty of the view
from anything witnessed in England. It had never been seen
before by European eyes; but scenes so lovely must have been
gazed upon by angels in their flight.”

While we are appreciative newcomers to its banks, the Zambezi
River has been intrinsic to different indigenous people’s identity

David Livingstone first viewed Victoria Falls from an
extraordinary vantage point. Paddled in a makoro, or dugout, to
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Today, when the Zambezi River is at its lowest, before the onset
of the summer rains, visitors to Livingstone Island, as it is now
called, can also walk right up to that rocky edge and marvel at
Victoria Falls. Even better, they can eat there too. Visitors can sit
down to breakfast, lunch or high tea, served al fresco under the
trees, a few feet away from the roaring water. Much of the food
is prepared on-site, which has its challenges: think migrating
elephants crossing the river between Zimbabwe and Zambia
after dark. I recently saw pictures of the island’s kitchen—a
simple bush kitchen that during the day turns out, among other
things, countless fresh salads, tartlets, profiteroles, and cucumber
sandwiches—which had been upended and torn apart by a herd
of elephants crossing the river. The kitchen was rebuilt and the
island opened for business before the first breakfast was served
the following morning.
There’s a hint of otherworldliness dining on an island above
Victoria Falls, knowing you are in no-man’s-waters, suspended
between two borders. While it induces a sensation of calm
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live a short distance upstream from the largest curtain of
falling water in the world. In high-water season nine million
cubic meters cascade over Victoria Falls in a second. Such
is its force on a clear day we can see the plumes of spraysmoke rising high into the sky all the way from our farm, 20
kilometers upriver.
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by Annabel Hughes

an island in the middle of the river, which from the air looks
like it’s sliding right over the edge of the falls, Livingstone was
able to step right up to a rocky edge to marvel at what would,
in later years, be listed as one of the Seven Natural Wonders of
the World.
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Tongabezi Lodge’s Sindabezi Island, a short distance upstream
from the falls, is an exclusive tented camp that accommodates a
maximum of 10 people. With an on-site kitchen and designated
chef and staff, the island has a feel of a sequestered castaway
retreat. You can either dine in the privacy of your tent, at a table
on a platform suspended in the canopy of trees, or on a sampan
on the water. There are views of the river and its singular birdlife,
as well as the nearby Zambezi National Park where herds of
elephants, antelope and other game congregate to drink at sunset.
With my arrival in the Zambezi Valley nearly three years
ago, wild edibles became an integral part of my own recipe
development. The Zambians with whom I work have, over time,
shown me just how much there is to eat in the surrounding bush.
But as far as I could see, neither the safari lodges nor restaurants
were taking advantage of this unique resource until, that was, I
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ate at Royal Chundu Lodge’s Katombora Island, a 30-minute
boat ride upriver from our farm.
When I met the lodge’s executive chef, Sungani Phiri, shortly
after we arrived, he explained to me that he was trying to create
a new cuisine using local ingredients that represented his native
Zambia. I thought, “At last!”
Sungani told me that his kitchen sourced fresh supplies from
within a three-kilometer radius of the lodge, not only to provide
an income to impoverished villagers and farmers living alongside
the river, but also to ensure freshness and taste. “We have helped
create vegetable gardens amongst the local community, we have
our own free-range chickens and eggs, and we purchase fresh
fish from our local fishermen.”
Sitting at a table under a 2000-year-old Jackalberry tree on
Katombora Island, Chris and I were served Sungani’s Zambian
Cultural Tasting Menu, which he’d paired with different South
African wines for each of the six courses. “To me, these dishes
represent Zambia,” he told me.

Having apprenticed under a Michelin-starred chef in one of
South Africa’s top restaurants, Sungani has brought a disciplined
sophistication to the local ingredients about which he is
passionate. Each course had a wild element, whether animal,
vegetable, fish or fruit, but the one that made him most proud
was the dessert.
“Zambia has no national dessert,” Sungani said. This was
true, as far as I knew. Zambians either ate fresh fruit, picked
from the bush or the garden, or added sugar and milk to their
staple cornmeal, nshima, which they normally ate with a savory
relish. “We all love mabisi (a fermented sour milk), and musika
(tamarind) which, as you know, grows wild around here. Instead
of turning musika into a drink, like Zambians usually do, I
thought why not use it in a dessert?”
Sungani created Sour Milk Cheesecake with Musika Jelly,
which on his Tasting Menu he paired with a port. “Zambia’s
first official dessert,” the server said, setting it down before us.
“Enjoy!” Which we did. Enormously.
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detachment and romance, the menace of the Zambezi River—
with its resident crocodiles and bad-tempered hippos, its
underwater currents and basalt rocks hidden just beneath the
surface—adds a frisson to the experience.
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